Next generation screen-printed electrochemical
platforms: Tailoring graphene, the Swiss Army Knife
of nanomaterials in sensing of endocrine disrupting
hormonal pollutants in water
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Approach

Why is this important?

• Screen-printed electrodes (SPE) are cost effective, can be mass-

• Water sources (UK and worldwide) are heavily

produced and incorporated in to portable instruments for

contaminated by hormones1.

deployment in the field.

• It is estimated that £30 billion is required to

• The focus of this work, is to design a portable sensor system for

purify the UK water system1.

determination of hormones in water.

• Many hormones were identified on the

• Using green synthesis gold nanoparticle doped graphene oxide
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and carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) modified SPE have been

List2.

created.

• Health problems associated with this include;

• There is no equivalent SPE technology in the market today.

increased risk of breast and ovarian cancer,
changes to reproductive, immune, and nerve
systems3.
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• To date, their determination and monitoring
requires complex expensive laboratory based
techniques4.
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Modified SPE electrodes

Gr/AuNP/CNT/SPE

• Increased sensitivity

Gr/CNT/SPE
SPE

• Faster electron transfer
• Can be done outside the
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Figure 1: A). Differential Pulse voltammograms of I) Bare SPE, II) Gr/CNT/SPE, III) Gr/AuNP/CNT/SPE in 20μM Estradiol
in Britton-Robin Buffer B). DPVs of E2 with concentrations ranging from 0.05 to 0.5 μM.

Sensor

2.8 μM

Modified SPE

3 nM

Dual signal strategy for calibration free design

• Calibration free and antifouling
properties (in progress)

LOD

Unmodified SPE

Future work;

Potential/V

The combination of gold nanoparticle
doped graphene oxide and carbon

• Automated drop casting /
mass production

nanotubes results in improved
performance of the sensor.

Table 1: Sensitivities of the sensors prepared with
different material.
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Automated dispensing system
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